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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
ACTION ALERT

STEVEN CHAVEZ:
“Obama Was Born Of Communists’
May 18, 2016 – Statement of EDWARD C NOONAN, 2016 Presidential Candidate:
Steven Chavez wrote the following comment on the American Thinker webpage:
GOD IS BANNED! Allah's the Man now. Isn't it strange that Leftist Vampires/Obama, who always cringe at
the sight of a Crucifix, embrace this Pope, a product of Marxist, "There is no God," teachings and who wants
us to embrace a false prophet?
"PROVE IT!" Why not require medical and psychological proof by a group of professionals saying what ones
gender identity status is if there is a question about it? I'd suspect an almost 100% failure rate. Sex change is
a deviant behavior and another in a long list of "HEY LOOK AT ME!" attention getters.
OBAMA WAS BORN of Communists. Mentored by a Communist. Sought out Communist Professors and if
you google "Obama Sundial 1983" it will prove he hung around the most radical anti-American pro-Soviet
students! He found Chicago's Communists and Domestic Terrorists. HE'S A MAGNATE TO COMMUNISTS! He
then appointed like-minded Communists to head departments and that's on top of his countless Communist
Czars who are the ones who come up with these daily not-so-Brilliant ideas. So what does that make Obama?
A COMMUNIST! Add traitor, racist, liar, con-artist plus a thousand more!
Being that Obama hung around Communists, DURING THE COLD WAR, the Communist Party USA, and its
front, The United States Peace Council, was of particular danger since it was an affiliate of the WORLD
PEACE COUNCIL RUN BY THE KGB! They recruited students during the height of the Cold War, and Reagan,
and now those students are brainwashing the next generation of Communists. OCCUPY was started by the
CPUSA and Code Pink. The Democrats supported them. The CPUSA then quickly supported Black Lives
Matter and other Communist groups joined in. ANSWER, The Party for Socialism and Liberation, The
Revolutionary Communist Party, and the Democratic Socialists of America, again, supported by the
Democrats or "THE COMMUNIST PARTY WING OF THE DEMOCRAT PARTY!"
The COMMUNIST SEEDS WERE PLANTED in the 60's, then the 80's, and the fruit are what I call "SOVIET
SOCIALISTS" since they were the fruit of KGB AND CPUSA BRAINWASHING. Their children are now the ones
that need SAFE ZONES, Diversity, and any speech against them is HATE SPEECH.
THEY'RE THE BULLIES who push the nerds around and then here comes a nerd who pushes back and
punches the bully in the nose so the bully goes off crying and blame the nerd but everyone is cheering for the
nerd in "REVENGE OF THE NERDS." That's why Trump is so popular.
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